True counting and arithmetic abilities are unique to humans and are inextricably linked to symbolic competence. However, our unprecedented numerical skills are deeply rooted in our neuronal heritage as primates and vertebrates. In this article, I argue that numerical competence in humans is the result of three neural constraints. First, I propose that the neuronal mechanisms of quantity estimation are part of our evolutionary heritage and can be witnessed across primate and vertebrate phylogeny. Second, I suggest that a basic understanding of number, what numerical quantity means, is innately wired into the brain and gives rise to an intuitive number sense, or number instinct. Third and finally, I argue that symbolic counting and arithmetic in humans is rooted in an evolutionarily and ontogenetically primeval neural system for non-symbolic number representations. These three neural constraints jointly determine the basic processing of number concepts in the human mind.
Introduction
To represent numbers exactly, and to calculate with them, we use a symbolic system of representation that is unique to humans [1] . Importantly, this symbolic number system is not functioning right from the start of our lives. Instead, we painstakingly have to learn over many years of training what number symbols -numerals and number words -mean and how they can be used.
However, in the absence of symbolic number representations we are not ignorant of numerical quantity. We can conceive of the approximate number of items in a set, its cardinality or numerosity, by estimating it nonsymbolically. The mental/brain system responsible for nonsymbolic quantity representations is called 'approximate number system (ANS)'. In addition to allowing an approximation of small and large numerical value, the ANS is characterized by two more behavioral characteristics. One is the 'numerical distance effect' which says that numerically distant numbers are easier to discriminate than numerically closer numbers. The other is the 'numerical size effect', meaning that at a given numerical distance, it is easier to discriminate numbers with low values than numbers with high values; discrimination is a function of value ratio, that is, is 'ratio-dependent'. Both of these phenomena are signatures of Weber's law, and the ANS obeys it. A nonsymbolic precursor of symbolic numerical competence is not only seen during human ontogeny in human infants and children [2] , but also across different species in animal phylogeny [3, 4] . Thus, without formal number training, and in a state of symbolic nescience, we humans and other animals can still grasp numerosity.
The past two decades have seen an impressive progress in locating different number skills in the human brain, both those relaying on the ANS and the symbolic number system. Examinations of brain-damaged patients and brain imaging studies identified regions primarily of the posterior parietal and frontal lobes as key areas of both nonsymbolic and symbolic number processing ( Figure 1a ) [5, 6] . Complementing these findings in humans, neurophysiological studies in monkeys deciphered neuronal principles of numerical competence down to single neurons [7] . From these insights acquired at different levels of neuroscience, neural constraints emerge which are implemented in the human brain by evolution and development. This review highlights three neural constraints realized in ontogeny and phylogeny that determine how the human mind can conceive of basic numbers.
Evolutionary constraints on number processing Monkey single-neuron recordings
Macaques and humans share many features of brain organization and physiology due to a relatively recent last common ancestor roughly 30 Mio years ago [8] . For instance, as mammals all primates share a six-layered neocortex as endbrain integration center, but also a primate-specific granular dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [9] . Equipped with a cerebral cortex, advanced monkeys exhibit high-level cognitive skills [10, 11] and numerical capabilities [12, 13] . Assuming that the human capability to estimate set size is primeval and dates back to a common ancestor with other primates, one would expect it to rely on homologous neural structures and coding mechanisms in primates.
Indeed, striking similarities between humans and monkeys indicate a common anatomical and physiological origin of numerical competence in primates which constrains where and how quantity information is processed in the human brain. In monkeys, just as in humans, the IPS and the PFC constitute the core areas for number representation and number processing [14] [15] [16] (Figure 1c ). The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) [17] [18] [19] and regions of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) [20] , most notably the ventral intraparietal area (VIP) [21] [22] [23] [24] , contain neurons responsive to numerical values ( Figure 2b ). The responses of such numerosity-selective neurons -or 'number neurons' -are tuned with maximum discharge rates to preferred numerical values while showing progressively decreasing activity to values more remote from the preferred one, a neuronal reflection of the numerical distance effect. Since different number neurons exhibit different preferred numerosities, the population of number neurons provides information which allows monkey to approximately discriminate all possible numerosities (Figure 2e ) [25] . However, the tuning precision of number neurons deteriorates with an increase in preferred numerical values. This finding reflects a neuronal numerical size effect [5] . In addition to this Weber-law signature, the neurons' tuning functions are best described on a nonlinearly compressed, logarithmic number scale [26] , which mirrors the psychophysical Fecher-law observed in monkey and human behavior [27] .
Human neuroimaging
Human number representations are found in very similar and probably homologous regions of the posterior parietal and prefrontal cortex (Figure 1a ,c) [5] . Lesions in the posterior parietal lobe are not only detrimental for symbolic number tasks, but also cause problems in nonsymbolic number estimation [28, 29] . As a proxy for neural responses, blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) activity measured with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is modulated by nonsymbolic and symbolic numerical values [6] .
In order to retrace the putative tuning of number neurons underlying the BOLD signal, specific fMRI adaptation protocols were applied. This protocol exploits the electrophysiological finding that neurons decrease their firing rates to repeated presentation of the same preferred stimulus [30] . In fMRI adaptation, the subjects' BOLD activity in number-related brain areas to a certain, task-irrelevant numerosity is adapted by repeated presentation of (controlled) dot arrays of a constant number of items. When deviant numerosities are occasionally presented, a systematic release from adaptation of the BOLD signal as a function of the numerical distance from the habituated numerosity is observed. In several studies exploiting fMRI adaptation, the subjects' BOLD responses to numerical changes formed an upside-down peaked curve indicative of neurons tuned to specific numerosities. This kind of spontaneous tuning based on BOLD activity was shown primarily in and around the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), but also the lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) [31] [32] [33] .
Human single-neuron recordings
The functional imaging literature suggested that tuned number-selective neurons also existed in the human brain. However, human imaging methods are limited in drawing conclusions about neuronal responses [34] . Recently, the electrical activity of number neurons could be directly recorded in patients who underwent treatment for pharmacologically intractable epilepsy and were implanted with chronic depth electrodes in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) [35 ] . Although the MTL is not considered part of the core number network, imaging studies show that the hippocampal system represents numerical information when children learn to count and perform arithmetic [36] . In this recording study, the patients performed simple sequential addition and subtraction tasks with operands of small numerical values [35 ] . In half of the trials, the numerical values were presented non-symbolically as dot numerosities. A substantial 16% of the randomly selected MTL neurons responded to the number of items in the first operand, irrespective of the dot array layout. Each selective cell was tuned to a preferred numerosity (Figure 2a ). The bell-shaped number tuning curves also explained the rather large numerical distance effect found for non-symbolic numerosity comparisons in humans [37] Using computational decoding analyses, numerosities could reliably be predicted from the population of MTL neurons ( Figure 2d ). These findings provide evidence for these neurons as the physiological correlate of numerosity representations. What is more, this code present in the human brain was exactly the type of approximate number code previously seen in monkeys [7] , thus suggesting an evolutionarily conserved code.
Recordings in corvid songbirds
As primates, humans and monkeys share profound neural similarities for number processing. However, if the roots of numerical competence reach even deeper in evolution, one may expect similar computational principles in vertebrates that are only distantly related to mammals and primates, and may even exhibit a very different brain anatomy.
Birds are ideal models to address this question. The high-level cognitive feats corvid songbirds [38, 39 ] includes the ability to judge and process numerical quantity with considerable precision [40, 41] . However, the prehistoric reptilian-like last common ancestor of birds and primates lived already about 320 million years ago [42, 43] . During this long time of parallel evolution, [35] , data in (b,e) from [25] , data in (c) from Ref. [48] , data in (f) from Ref. [50] .
the avian endbrain evolved differently from mammals and realized nuclear-organized circuits rather than a layered cerebral cortex found in mammals [44 ,45] . In this nuclear avian endbrain, the associative endbrain area termed 'nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL)' is considered to be the functional equivalent of the primate prefrontal cortex (PFC) [46, 47] .
Electrophysiological recordings in behaving crows have shown that the corvid brain has implemented exactly the same code as primates to represent numerical quantity. Crow NCL neurons are tuned to individual numerosities by discharging strongest to their respective preferred numerosity ( Figure 2c ) [48 ,49] . The characteristics of both the neuronal and the behavioral tuning functions as well as the responses of the population of numerosityselective neurons in NCL nicely explain the numerical distance and size effects seen in crow behavior ( Figure 2f ) [50] .
The positive results from the crow brain could indicate one of two evolutionary scenarios: Either the same computational principles for number processing were independently implemented twice (or more) in remotely related vertebrates based on convergent evolution. Alternatively, canonical endbrain microcircuits giving rise to specific computational mechanisms may have evolved in a common sauropsid ancestor around 320 Mio years ago and were inherited since then with certain modifications by modern mammals and birds [44] . In any case, remotely related vertebrates with distinctly developed endbrains adopted similar physiological solutions to common computational problems in number processing.
Innate wiring in the brain

Numerical representations in number nescience
The human mind is not a blank slate when we are born, and this applies also to the realm of numerical quantity. Newborn human infants at the age of 50 hours already discriminate numerosity across sensory modality and sequential and simultaneous presentation formats [51] . The newborns showed the ratio-dependent numerical performance characteristic for the approximate number system (ANS) and its Weber's law signature that are frequently encountered in children, adults, and animals.
Analogous experiments very early in development have been performed in birds. The young domestic chick is an extremely precocial species and has been tested for numerical competence right after hatching from the egg and thus with a minimum of visual experience. Chicks have been shown to discriminate visual numerosity and even perform rudimentary calculations [52, 53] . It may therefore not come as a surprise that also animals in the wild without any specific training, are endowed with numerical capabilities [54 ] . In agreement with behavioral findings in infants and young children, the neuronal machinery to extract number information is already in place early in ontogeny. When four-yearold children were presented with dot arrays in an fMRI adaptation protocol, activations in the posterior parietal and frontal lobes were found that were strikingly similar to those observed in adult participants tested under identical conditions [63] . Even in six-month-old [64] and three-month-old infants [65] , very similar cortical areas were recruited for non-symbolic number processing, long before formal schooling has begun. A recent meta-analysis combining 32 imaging studies showed that number performance in children younger than 14 years emerges from known core areas of the cortical number network, such as posterior parietal and prefrontal cortices ( Figure 1b ) [66 ] . In order to go beyond localization and to decipher the neural mechanism of number processing in children before formal number training, three-year-old to six-year-old children were tested with an fMRI adaptation protocol [67 ] . Just as in adults and as predicted by single-neuron data, the children's BOLD responses to numerical changes formed an upside-down curve. Functional number neurons seem to be already at work by 3-4 years in humans, and most likely even earlier.
Number neurons in numerically naïve animals
If the brain is spontaneously endowed with the capacity to extract numbers, then number-selective neurons should be present without specific numerical training. This was indeed demonstrated in monkey that had never been trained to discriminate numerosity [68] . In monkeys ignorant of the number of dots in stimuli, about 10% of the randomly sampled neurons in PFC and VIP selectively responded to number. The number neurons in numerically naïve monkeys were spontaneously tuned to preferred numerosities and showed the same code as in trained animals [7] .
When the same initially numerically naive monkeys were later retrained to now actively discriminate visual numerosities, PFC neurons became more responsive and more selective during active discrimination, whereas none of these effects were observed for VIP neurons [69] . This indicates that PFC neurons become more engaged when the task requires it, whereas VIP neurons continue to encode numerosity as a visual stimulus regardless of behavioral relevance. The spontaneous existence of number neurons is not confined to the cerebral cortex because such neurons were also found in in the NCL of numerically naïve crows [70] Overall, this suggests number neurons to be present across phylogeny in any numerically competent animal.
Spontaneous visual number representations in neural networks
Considering that the visual system is by nature primarily concerned with visual objects, how can this capability to spontaneously extract numerical quantity be explained? In recent years, deep neural networks that mimic processing in the visual system have provided insights to the workings of the number system. Generative neural networks, a class of deep networks that learn to form an internal model of the sensory input, became sensitive to numerosity; however, such networks could not explain the emergence of real tuned number neurons [71] .
Recently, therefore, so-called 'hierarchical convolutional neural networks (HCNN)', a class of biologically inspired models were used to understand how vision might give rise to numerical competence [72, 73] . In one study, a HCNN was trained on a visual object recognition task unrelated to numbers (Figure 3a ) [74 ] . Although this HCNN was merely trained to classify natural images, about 10% of the network units spontaneously exhibited numerosity selectivity with characteristics virtually identical to real neurons (Figure 3b ). In agreement with neurophysiology [17, 23, 35, 48] , the network units were tuned to preferred numerosities, exhibited approximate tuning that decreased in precision with increasing numbers, and were best described on a logarithmically 32 Neurobiology of behavior compressed number line. Moreover, the network's numerosity-tuned units allowed for reliable categorization of the number of items in dot displays and showed all the characteristics expected based on the Weber-Fechner law [7] .
Collectively, these findings in numerically naïve children, adults, animals, and neural networks suggest that the spontaneous emergence of the visual number sense is based on mechanisms inherent to the visual system. Visual numerosity-selectivity can emerge as a by-product of exposure to natural visual stimuli, without requiring any explicit training for numerosity estimation.
Of course, this is not to say that the brain's abstract number system is fully explained by these findings in the visual domain. The spontaneous visual numerosity representations that are at work right after birth or in neural networks cannot be regarded as abstract and cross-modal number representations. In addition to visual numerosities, also auditory and tactile number has to be extracted, most likely by the auditory and somatosensory system, respectively. In addition, sensory numerosity representations by themselves do not suffice because -like no other abstract magnitude -numerical information needs to be processed according to abstract principles to become behaviorally meaningful. Thus, both the merging of putative unimodal number representations and the processing of numbers requires true association brain areas that show some specialization for numerical information, such as the parieto-frontal core number network. Moreover, the neural substrates for numerical quantity remain flexible and experience modifications, in particular with regard to symbol usage in humans [75] . Thus, the currently identified innate 'visual number sense' is best considered a subcomponent of an abstract number network in the brain.
Human symbolic number concepts rooted in non-symbolic representations
Whether or not the approximate number system (ANS) acts as a start-up tool for symbolic counting is an intense debate [76, 77] . However, almost all scientists working in the field would agree that one way or another, the ANS must play a key role because only the ANS provides information about cardinality, that is, what numerical quantity means. This suggests that symbolic counting is, at least partly, grounded in non-symbolic quantity representations [1] , as outlined below.
Shared behavioral characteristics in children and adults
Numerate adults show shared behavioral characteristics for both nonsymbolic and symbolic number discriminations, such as the numerical distance and size effect and Weber's law [37, 78, 79] . More importantly, infants and children rely on the ANS during number symbol acquisition in development. Their precision for numerosity judgments improves continuously throughout childhood, and individual differences in achievement in mathematics are related to individual differences in the acuity of the ANS [80] . Thus, exercises that aim at enhancing addition and subtraction with numerosities have a positive effect for symbolic arithmetic [81] . A total of three meta-analyses found support for a modest but significantly positive relation between approximate numerosity estimation and math ability [82] [83] [84] .
The ANS and the symbolic number system interact and rely on each other not only in healthy development but also when it is challenged. Math development is seriously handicapped when the ANS is inefficient. Dyscalculia, a severe disability in learning and performing arithmetic, is also known to be based on deficits in fundamental number skills, such as assessing small sets of objects [85] or comparing the numerosities of two-dot arrays [86] . Thus, problems with discriminating numerosities in preschool children can predict trouble with learning arithmetic later in school because deficits in higher-level mathematical skills may stem from impaired representations of basic numerical magnitudes by the ANS [87] .
Dyscalculia brain research provides further links between the nonsymbolic and symbolic systems. In infants and young children, a parieto-frontal number network similar to the adult system is initially used to represent nonsymbolic quantity [66, 67] , but with number training learns to also represent number symbols. Compared to normally developing children, dyscalculic children showed decreased activation in some of the same brain areas related to quantity representations, as well as stronger activation in others [88] . Also, children with dyscalculia tend to have less robust number-related activations in the IPS, but also recruit more distributed brain regions, particularly in the frontal lobe [89] .
Single-neuron in humans represent nonsymbolic and symbolic number
A link between nonsymbolic and symbolic number representations was recently also found at the level of single neurons. In the same intracranial recording study, in which patients performed calculations with nonsymbolic numerosities, patients also solved these arithmetic problems with number symbols (Arabic numerals) presented on half of the trials [35] . A small but significant proportion of neurons responded selectively to numerical values of numerals. Interestingly, the groups of MTL neurons responding to numerals or dot numerosities hardly overlapped. Thus, distinct groups of neurons represented either nonsymbolic or symbolic number formats, but not both number formats simultaneously. Whether segregated populations of such 'format-dependent' number neurons are a special feature of the MTL or the general way of how our brain encodes different formats of numbers needs to be addressed in the future.
The numeral-selective neurons were also tuned to preferred values, just like numerosity-selective neurons [35] . This suggests a labeled-line code, not only for non-symbolic, but also for symbolic numbers. Importantly, the population of numeral-selective neurons carried enough information to allow a statistical classifier to correctly assign numerical values above chance (Figure 4 ). The numeral-selective neurons' tuning functions were sharp and only mildly overlapped [35] . This means that tuning to number symbols was more selective than tuning to non-symbolic numbers and barely showed a numerical distance effect. This finding is in agreement with behavioral studies in humans and neural modeling, which show that the distance effect is substantial for the comparison of non-symbolic numerosities, but minute for judgments on exact number symbols [37, 90] . The presence of a distance effect for number symbols again argues that high-level human numerical abilities are inherited from more basic non-symbolic number representations. Number symbols seem to acquire their numerical meanings by becoming linked to evolutionarily conserved set size representations during the course of cognitive development.
Conclusion
In summary, the data reviewed support an initial and at least partial grounding of the symbolic number system in the non-symbolic ANS. Given the recency of symbolic number capacities to the human species (a cultural invention dating to within a few thousand years [1] ), it is hardly conceivable that the human brain could have evolved exclusively de novo neural mechanisms for the processing of numerical quantities. The current neurobiological findings suggest that number processing abilities must build upon, and thus be strongly constrained by, the prior evolution of the primate and vertebrate brain. Numerical values of numerosities and Arabic numerals can be read out from populations of tuned MTL neurons in the human brain. A support vector machine-classifier was trained to classify numerical values using the firing rates of MTL neurons to a subset of numerosities (a) and Arabic numerals (b), and then the classifier's performance was tested on held-out stimuli. The resulting confusion matrices show robust classification accuracy for the five numerosities in the nonsymbolic (a) and symbolic format (b) as represented by high performance values along the diagonal. As a reflection of the numerical distance effect, the probability of misclassification of trials increased the closer two classes were in the numerical space, in particular for the nonsymbolic number format. From Ref. [35] . 
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